
Hi Jason it’s Jon,  
 
I don’t want you to think my tone is bashing you guys but there are a few things I would like to 
bring to your attention. These small limits and days off are destroying our ability to make a 
living as a full time commercial fisherman. The costs of fuel, boats, repairs etc. have all went up 
and things are not adding up. As a result, there is starting to be a very notable impact on the 
infrastructure. Trucking, ice, packing and other need businesses cannot seem to make it worth 
the time and money for such small amounts of fish or very cheap gluts of fish. I am all for new 
entries in the fisheries but there is no incentive to make a go at it full time. There are a few big 
squid boats doing fine as we speak but all struggle at times. The small inshore state boats are 
really hurting bad. There are a few things I think would help. A weekly aggregate for all species 
for all fin fish license holders. This would not have us wasting hundreds and thousands in fuel 
and expenses to only through over dead regulatory bi catch. A big mesh fishery in which the 
limits would be greatly higher and we could fish responsibly on large fish worth money. I 
understand these are big issues and you have heard it before, but we all know what stocks have 
rebounded and what have not , so taking a stand against ASMFC could be defended. Last but 
not least the way we are licensed in RI has to be discussed. Recently I have heard about a 
fisherman that got caught giving a guy fish. Maybe if we went together and was able to pay 
each other with fish some could survive. I understand these are big issues that take time to 
hash through but time is coming fast that this industry will no longer be a RI small business type 
industry. Our boats are getting old and we have no money to keep them up. If the DEM is 
honest about keeping fishing viable and trying to get young people in to keep it going these 
issues need to be tackled now. I would not have written this if I was not feeling like it was not 
worth it anymore myself and I have experience. I am on the border line of getting out myself. I 
don’t want to but I work too hard to go for practice every day.  
 
Thank you for your time; I will try to get to a meeting soon but things are happening fast for a 
lot guys.  
 
 Jon Kourtesis  
 


